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Within the mystery of the Byzantine chant peoples, Serbia included and Vera Zlokovic, with her 
almost angelic choir, brings to life the ancient tradition We worship the Almighty with the most perfect 
of Orthodox Serbia.instrument he ever created:- the angelic or human 

voice. For this reason any instrument in the New 
Our prayers and blessings, Bishop Danilo KrsticTestament liturgy is superfluous, not to say 

1989sacrilegious.

Vera ZlokovicThe Temple of Holy Wisdom in Constantinople 
Light within Stoneglorifies the matrimony between Heaven and Earth, 

God and Mankind. All human art contributes to the At a time when it seemed prayer, inherited from the 
harmonious jubilation of Theology; above all, vocal Christian tradition was destined to vanish from these 
music. parts, a woman appeared whose sensibility and 

strength brought light to a chamber which had seemed 
The inspired architects of St Sophia's knew the ancient buried forever. Vera Zlokovic bravely set out on a 
Hellenic secrets of acoustics, which the builders of St journey towards something great and authentic which, 
Peter's in Rome a thousand years later, had forgotten. though hidden, could never disappear.
This is why the central space of the grand Orthodox 
Church is devoted entirely to the celebration of the Her career began with a soprano voice of angelic 
divine Logos, which also became the incarnate music beauty and degrees in composition and conducting 
of God. The Byzantine chant reflects the mystery of from the University of Novi Sad. She also studied 
unselfish love in the Holy Trinity. The chant is a sober history of art at Belgrade University. These 
echo of the Trinity at the level of sacral music. qualifications and skills she devoted to persistent and 

devoted research. With the piety of a true believer, she 
I Fecund silence is a musical icon of the Almighty dedicated all her powers to uncovering the musical 
Father as the source. past, knowing instinctively that profound wisdom and 
II  The monophonic vocal melody stands for the hidden beauty lay buried there. First she devoted 
incarnation of the Son of God, born as the audible herself to tireless study and spent many years learning 
glory of the Paternal Silence. from eminent experts in early music in Florence, 

Vienna, Basel and Thessalonica. In 1977, at the age of III The Ison represents the Holy Spirit as Parallel 
27, she founded her first professional early music Comforter, proceeding from ingenerate silence. 
ensemble, Musica Antiqua Consort, the first 

The seal of unity upon these three distinctive realities performances of which were greeted with great 
is Devine Joy. The Third Compound, which is the enthusiasm.
Ison, is lacking in the Gregorian chant, which means 

However, the purpose of this ensemble could not that the Gregorian melody lacks the Pentecostal 
remain within stage performances only and Vera fullness of the Spirit manifested in the plurality of 
turned her attention to the monumental task of training tongues and the apophatic wordless accompaniment 
performers in the complex techniques introducing of the Ison.
countertenor singing. This was the first attempt of its 

Medieval music of Serbia was integrated into the kind and proved an immediate success, not just in 
Mother Church of East, which preserved Holy depth Yugoslavia, but in the wider Balkans as well.  In this 
of the Ison. The Byzantine Empire as a state has she clearly demonstrated her attitude to the music of 
disappeared, but the Great Church of the Ecumenical ancient times that it was a sacred thing, to be treated 
Councils survives even today among the Orthodox with the utmost respect and knowledge. With faithful 

copies of ancient instruments, the Musica Antiqua dedicated to the revival of the oldest sacral music of 
ensemble became the yard stick for judging other the Orthodox peoples. Carefully selecting the most 
attempts at reproducing the sacral music of the past gifted singers to pass through her academy for singers 
and saving the music contained in ancient scores from of early music (the first such school in Yugoslavia) she 
oblivion. set about reviving monophonic song, based on the 

prayers of the Church fathers and the records of 
Vera Zlokovic, whose beautiful appearance tends to be Byzantine historians. The singers studied at the well-
neglected by commentators under the influence of the spring of spiritual knowledge and inspiration, 
greater, spiritual beauty of her voice, teaches us how to Hilandar Monastery, on the holy island of Patmos, at 
believe in prayer and how prayer leads the true Meteori and Zagorsk, and at the academies of Athens, 
believer to happiness on earth for mankind and God, Thessalonica, Bucharest, Iashi and Sophia. As a vocal 
however impossible this may seem at times. The light octet, these chanters became, in the first place, 
from the stone shines out steadily, reaching for promoters of the treasures of Orthodox music and the 
eternity.  authenticity of their performance is founded on the 

passionate prayer of the believer. The intention was to Ms Zlokovic's biography is interwoven with that of the 
create the first ensemble in the Balkans to reproduce Musica Antiqua ensemble and the numerous 
the earliest monophonic sacral music of the Orthodox accolades it has garnered over the years testify to the 
peoples, from the beginnings of Christianity to the fact that worldly success will never lead the pure of 
17th century. Vera Zlokovic believes that the full heart astray. The ensemble won TV festivals in 
beauty of medieval Orthodox spirituality is best felt if Montreal and Portoroze and was declared the best 
the coverage is comprehensive. Hence, the three years in succession at the St Donates Evenings in 
performances of this ensemble for the first time bring Zadar. It also achieved notable success in Belgium and 
together Byzantine, Serbian, Greek, Georgian, at the Dresden Summer Festival. The Ensemble has 
Moldavian, Walachian, Russian and Bulgarian pieces. won the prestigious Ohrid Summer Festival and has 
Thus intertwined, the music reveals the beauty and been sensationally received at the Dubrovnik Summer 
colour of human uniqueness, past, present and future. Festival, the Belgrade Music Festival BEMUS, the 
Some of the proto-Slavic project titles speak for Summer Festival in Kastoria (Greece) and the Golden 
themselves; Light of the Eastern Empire, In honour of Prague TV festival.
the Holy Educators Cyril and Methodious…

Modern Media, above all television, have proved very 
The idea that music is the common language of the efficient in spreading knowledge about the riches of 
universe, humanity and prayer, is reinforced by early music. Vera Zlokivic and her ensemble have 
listening to the work of the ensembles Musica Antiqua made numerous television appearances in many 
and Musica Antiqua Serbiana, and it has always been countries. Among the programmes she has prepared 
well known that the artist's desire for something new is are; The Music of the Elizabethan Epoch, from Ars 
typical and as old as time itself. Many of the singers Nova, to the High Renaissance, The music of the Juan 
from Vera Zlokovic's stable are performing Del Encino Theatre, The Wild Nights of the 
successfully in other early music ensembles. This is a Elizabethan Court at the Time of Shakespeare and The 
great thing, since every well-educated singer is a Family Entertainments of the Medici.
precious bloom in the Orthodox garden adding colour, 
but above all promoting faith and love among people. 

In addition to Musica Antiqua, which continues to 
Milena Miloradovic, Music Editor, perform with enthusiasm, Vera Zlokovic founded 

Radio Televizija Serbija  another ensemble in 1988, Musica Antiqua Serbiana, 
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CHANTERS:Musica Antiqua Serbiana (1987)
Musica Antiqua Serbiana, the first professional 

Vera Zlokovich -  mezzo-sopranoearly music vocal ensemble in Yugoslavia to 
Predrag Djokovich -  counter-tenorpromote and perform Orthodox sacral music, was 

Branislav Rakich -  tenorfounded by Mrs Vera Zlokovic (composer, 
Nenad Ristovich - tenorconductor and vocal artist) and brings together 

highly experienced chanters. The ensemble works 
Nikola Dorich - tenorfrom transcripts of the monophonic prayer music of 

Dragan Kostovich - tenorthe Orthodox peoples, covering a time span from the 
Aleksandar Petrovich -  bassbeginnings of Christianity down to the 17th 

Zoran Popovich - bassCentury.

The creation of the ensemble was an important Bojan Blidarevich - tenor
spiritual musical and cultural event in Yugoslavia Radmilo Petrovich -  tenor
and abroad. Numerous priests and musicologists Nenad Jakovljevich - bass
have put this success down to the apparent Darko Manich - bass
authenticity of the prayers, sung from the heart by Nikola Aleksandrov - bass
young chanters trained first by Vera Zlokovic and 
later at the spiritual well-springs of Hilandar 
Monastery, the holy island of Patmos and Meteora, 
and at the academies of liturgical chanting in Athens 
Thessalonica, Bucharest, Iasi, Zagorsk, London and 
Sophia. 

The way the chanters sing is rooted in the centuries 
old traditions of musical prayer which have 
remained unaffected by the influence of later times 
and the changes which have, slowly but surely, 
desecrated the authenticity and beauty of musical 
prayer. 

In thematically devised programmes such as The 
Light of the Eastern Empire, numerous audiences 
were presented for the first time with the earliest 
religious music of the Orthodox peoples, the 
Byzantines, Greco-Byzantines, Serbs, Bulgarians, 
Russians, Walachians and Greeks.  Of particular 
significance was the TV broadcast made from 
Gracanica monastery, which achieved significant 
success at the Golden Prague TV festival and was 
sold worldwide, and the purchase of the Light of the 
Eastern Empire by Tokyo Radio 1. 

Also Available
CDE 84542

The Music of Kings
Musica Antiqua Consort - Serbia

The Music of Kings
From the XI - XVI centuries

Musica Antiqua Consort - Serbia
Director - Vera Zlokovich



CDE 84543
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Sound Engineer: Goran Letunica
Produced by Milorad Kuzmanovich

Postproduction by Boris Bunjac
Artwork Design by Alex Gettinby

Selection of chants:
Vera Zlokovich 
 Arrangements:

Vera Zlokovich, except Nos. 3 & 13 Nenad Ristovich

www.vera-antiqua.com

p& m Meridian Records 2009
www.meridian-records.co.uk

LC 13637

Meridian Records, P.O. Box 317, Eltham, London, SE9 4SF.

BYZANTINE AND POST BYZANTINE GREEK MUSIC
1. Anonymous (VIII c.) Anastaseos Hemera 2'09
2. Romanos the Melode (VI c.) He Parthenos Semeron 4'03
3. Anonymous (XV c.) Encomion eis tas treis Statias 7'10
4. Anonymous (XIV c.) Christos anestié 1'43

CHANT OF ARCHAIC SERBIA
5. Isaiah the Serb (XV c.) Agios o Theos   2'38
6. Anonymous (XIV c.) Spasi, Gospodi    2'05
7. Kyr Stephen the Serb (XIV-XV c.) Vkusite    2'42
8. Joachim the Serb (XIII c.)  Alleluia    1'42
9. Anonymous (Greacus) (XIII-XIV c.) Zeni mironosici   1'58
10. Nikola the Serb (XV c.) Blagosloven jesi, Hriste Boze nas 2'05
11. Kyr Stephen the Serb (XIV-XV c.) Ize Heruvimi    3'45

TWO TRADITIONAL CHANTS FROM KARLOVCI
12. Anonymous (XVII c.) Cto Tebje prinesem, Hriste 2'19
13. Anonymous (XVIII c.) Volsvi Persidstvi   3'39

OLD BULGARIAN MUSIC
14. Anonymous (XVII c.) Velicaj,  duse  moja  2'12
15. Anonymous (XVII c.) Ize heruvimi   5'02
16. Anonymous (XVI c.) Svjatij Boze  2'29

THE EARLY RUSSIAN PRAYER   (from monody till polyphony)
17. Anonymous (XVI c.) Blazen muz  1'39
18. Anonymous (XV c.) Ize heruvimi   2'46
19. Anonymous (XVII c.) Svjete tihij  2'00
20. Anonymous (V c.) Grusia Allilosa  2'58

The  
Prayer chants from the XI - XVIII centuries

  East Empire Light

Musica Antiqua Serbiana 
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